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To* dtfUetiltiM la Isolating aptolffo W * 
• H h w U m uhioh control hadranio ohMMCMM* 
and th* complication* 1n obtaining quantitative 
taat* of QCO art dlsousaad. * nwrtar of novo! 
QCD affect* a n nvtautdi Including hiavy quark 
and Mghar tn1at ahtnomanii Initial and final 
atete Interactiona, dlrtot preeaeiMr nultl-
particW c*u<«tonei color filtering- and 
nuclear targe, jffaeta, Thi laoortanet of 
understanding hidran production at tha amplitude 
level la atreaaed. 

1. introduction 
Froo tne otandpolnt of hadroMo pfcyatce of a rfaoadr ago It 

•xtroerdiwaxv that no M M n a m a tandaaontat local lagrangian field theory of 
tho strong interactions* There to new % IHH* array of ovpwriwawttl 
eteereetiena uhteh ouoport th* prenlae that too baaio degrees of freedoa of 
hsdrons and their Interactions or* the confined quark and gluen fields of 

Horft supported by tbo N n r b x t l of thorny, oootraet «e-W(9-7ooY9«S15, 
tetoolng leetmre presented at tbo Xlllth International Sysoeslm on 
Muttlportlol* oynaMloa, volondm, Tho MthorlandOi Juno 6-11, 19K.) 
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q u n t w ehrenodyneattet.*' The eaplricst evidence m t M tram ttscVcwfO 
O spectroscopy {including the heavy quark bound state spectra*, em! the eawrgtns 

evidence lor gluonte bound states), the baste phsnoawns ef deep InelssVu 
Upton scattering and nassive lepten pair production foonslstent ntfh point-
like spin 1/2 quark* carrying the olcetreMgnetto end mtak current* In hadrons 
and the QCu-predieted pattern of scale violation), the scaling! of •(•••- * xt 

{consistent uith SUfll eolor, asyaptetie freedea), and large •onentva) transfer 
exclusive processes stteh M tttdrantc lore factors {.consistent with QCB 
dimensional counting rates and scale-invariant quark-quark Interactions at 
short distances!. 

The nuttipartiele physios results reported at this meeting appear to 
be consistent uith the general pattern! of jit developaent and quantun nuaber 
flow expected in QCD, including evidence for glucn Jrts in t't" •* qqg events, 
quark fragmentation 1n JBp •» i'KX. and the dominance of hard scattering QCD 
Mechanics in high pj direct photon and tingle hadren protection in high energy 
hadron-hadron collisions. The recant roaults fren PETRA1* on T T •* jets and the 
photon structure functions are especially inportant aince they give an 
immediate and striking verification of the c,CB-predioted pelntlike coupling of 
real photons to the quark current at nigh ncnentun transfer. 

Certainty, at the qualitative level, «>D does provide a viable 
framework for under*Landing; present hadrenfe phenomena. The parados is that 
despite those successes it* are net certain that we a m actually testing qC9 
predictions for hadron dynaaiea In a truly quantitative uay, particularly since 
•any results fetleu Iran sinple pnrten Ideas or nore general principles, 
independent of the theory. 

There are several reasons jantitative tests of QCD Dave been so 
ditt icv.lt. 

;i Even lor the sinptest processes, anny different W P ewchanfsws 
contribute, including Initial state cor*»ctions (including color correlations) 
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end "hitfter tori**" tarn tnen>teadtn» twin In 1/0.* >, particularly 
Ljltlparttcle coherent effeots and heavy quart pheMeMM. IM Mill die^us* M M 
•f theae mavltcattona and the east* needed t* Isolate opacitta •eehtftt*M 1ft 
this revleu. 

ill it is difficult to swot the r e U a M M t V of eartarfcAtiea act 
predictions In the absence of system! to Malt order calculations and the 
uncertainties duo to the possible tnf luenee of nen-perturbatWe dyaaaice. 

til) Predictions far Inclusive hstfron production processes are at 
prescfit baaed on probalistle Models for ejvark and allien Jot MdroniMtloo. 
which by necessity contain ad hoe ettumrcione. It it not elr*r uhetber such 
predictions test QCP or the Jot nedtl HOate Carle. 

A prime example of the difficulty In totting QCO quantitatively if th« 
feet that th» (.jupling strength a»tQ*>. hts net been reliably determined to 
utthln 50JC accuracy at any •omentum scale) there 1t certainly no direct 
•videnee th«t «i«t z) decrees** logarithmically with aenentum transfer. In 
particular, the analysis of CELLO group at PITRA indicates that the value of 
« s(4 t) dart.. " 'rom e'f •* 1 iet events fa strongly sensitive to the particular 
nodal used to simulate quirk and qTuon jet fregmetttetfoft— the Lund model gives 
value* af «» from 282 to mora than 50% larger than that dotemloed usino tha 
conventional Hoyer at al., reynamn-Fleld type OMdala." 3<*ilarly« as ehoim In 
the report to this Meeting by S. C11(a« predictions far energy Han 
correlations and asyaaetrioa at present accessible energies! 4* * 1000 0e** are 
strongly dependent on the •ode) used for the nen-pertwbative Jet 
naaYe*1tat1on-

It is clearly important to test QC0 in a systenatie nay and that the 
iMpartant underlying dynamics not be nisldenttfled. One can be optidtstie that 
as ne'Vesch the higher energies of the nan pp> e*e". ep colliders nany of the 
complications of higher tiiiet terns, threshold eftests, and Jet traeasntatien 
dependence mil be alTeviated.*1 Dn the theoretical side there la M M 
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concerted efforts to Understand the Manor order and background of facts at a 
baalo level. For eataple* eortafn hfobar tafst t t m D M bo related via the 
hadroate oavffvsetfen «* quantItits M I W H b l t In eaolualve eraeesaes auch m 
for* footers* Ccapten scattering, rr prodaotiee. of badron pair*, and heavy 
ouaraoBfa decays.*'"'" it haw also a w n rssMtly shovn that the aealo a* of 
tha load too order teres In CafO*} In tha perturbative aapaaston for aanr W O 
high aonontun transfer reaotfona fa not anofgoous ant is swtoaatioally fixed.'1 

In this talk I aft I viva a ortof review of sou o< tha known off cote 
which negate straightforward ttata at" 400 at present energies. «3B can alto he 
tastad by verifying novot offoots vnieae to tht theory such at color filtering 
and transparency phmomtnti tntf till "Sfrtet" production of qS; Jetr. in up 
collisions In events unaccompanied by forsnrd hsrfren production (see 
Section 5). Ua cnphttiio in Station 1 tho inpartsneo ol understanding the rock 
state wavtfunetlon Of hsdrsfta it equal tint on tho light sone in order to 
relet* end calculate aay different esolusivii o«mi-(nclusivt and inolusivo 
processes. Tht most Interesting hadronte phenomena art those which uere net 
predicted (so* station S)--suoh as tht ftsturtt of high multiplicity high 
transverse total energy eventa and heavy quark production in hadron oolllslons 
and thi- copious fcaryon production in •*«* annihilation. It is of course also 
important to k«*p open tno possibility that QCO could either fail or be 
Modified at sea* level — for esmssla by tho breaking af color aynaetry ar by 
aerg-ing Hith a aora eoaprohonsivo thaary euoh as supersyaaetry.'** 

f. cenpltcetions in Testing w o 
It fa in tha nature af inclusive hadroAie processes that virtually any 

qco aechanisa which can bo draim as a leynaan graph nilI oontribute to tha 
cross soot ion at seat level. Perturbetivo Q.CD. tho operator product expansion, 
and tha factorisation onsets are important guides to thr deatnant contributions 
for largo aontnt-ja transfer reactions. However, tht secondary effects are 
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often not under good theoretical control beeeuae of the ebaenoo of rigorous 
bound* or because °t p«remetr1*itten uncertainties. On the Other *ilnd, ntny of 
these complicating processes constitute novel 0.CD of facts and aim be taportent 
taste of tha theory. 

There are a nmbar of reasons uhy the precise 4ettr»<nat1on of B S < Q * ) 
from e*e* * 0,9,9 J« l event* la intrinsically dtt ioolt. The a-rimry prcbio* t* 
that the separation betneen 3-jot qqg ant) tuo-let qq events requires detailed. 
certain knowledge of the transverse mmMitUa ki and longitudinal HoM-cona 
fraction 3 « « • + k 3)^fp 4

s - p,») dependence of the quark fragmntation 
distributions Oft.**) = dhvdz/d*kx. in* only theoretical input f e w 
perturbattve QCD is at large z - 1 andsor large fct «h«r« the hadYon 
uavofunetion* are probed in the far off shell regime. One can shea that 
(nodtilo logarithmic factors) (see figure 1) 

em C« 
Qnv„Ci) =. — (rVq) - *<!-«>' + — (1) 

da 2*1 Q> 

where the Cn/ft* tern is associated with the longitudinal current.'" The high 
tulat contribution to jet fragmentation froa fig, 1tb> is 1 1-'* 

dH dH a , 
thVq> - Ig/q) tn^±ti « — — '*(*,,*> (2) 

dk A* d k j a* J 

for aeaon production at large k A. ihe scale constant C R can be ooaputerf in 
tenas of the M M I W D factor Use E«t- (3>J."» (Calculations also show that 
the distribution In k x and z does not feetorlie.) In contrast to the Q.CD 
forsnt, standard Jet hadronizatlon pirajutrtzations usually aaswM that the 
transversa noneotua distribution falls as expt~bk x>), and Uut Da/q is ncn-
vaniafcing at a * 1 at large Q*. The qca for* (?) for q •• qtfl predicts hsdron 
production at relatively large transverse ihomentum, reducing the nuabtr of 
evente *h1»h should b» identilied as q^D* i.e., the rtf*!1 ><"*!* terns (aunaed 
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Fig. 1. QCO contributions 
to lha quark fraoatntatfon 
functions at large kx. Tht 
dtreat atson contribution 
<b) gives a I/hi* poeai—Jaa 
tall noraalized to tha 
aaaon fom factor. 

aver all asson statee) can b» a significant 
background to tha a^k^'l/k^* gltion jtt 
signal. The problem Is ooapounded by M a w 
quark fesgntntatiop. aaaertamMa* <e.n_ 
e*e* * Be • BscX * cpx'». and the production of 
gluontim stats** Thara ara also questions of a 
•era fundaaantal natur* ehieh require an oiatar-
statutlag of cenfIneaeat and aon-pertw-battve 
effaets. Ttte analysis of tapta and ojifnn'*' 
shous that tha standard platura of jet hadront-
zatlen would certainly braak dann if siI quirk 
aaaaaa were larsa compared to the qco seal* n. 
Thus thare aust be a hidden analytic dapendanaa 

on tht quark aaaa uhloh eantrola itt frageantation, and corrections to tht itt 
orois taction beyond that Indicated by tha perturbatlvt axpaneion. 

Many of tht results reported at this awe ting highlight tha faportanee 
of Isolating heavy quark fragmentation effects* Tha important prediction of 
Biorfcen1** and Suzuki"* that eheraed badrens »ra produced dentnately at large 
a in tha o-quartt 1ragaintatton region appears to ha conlIraad by e*e" • 

annihilation and daap inelastic lepton seetterin» data.1** Chana and beauty 
quark fragMcntatlon thus could account for a substantial fraction of atson and 
baryoa production at large k 4 and i, ooapeting aith hard gluoa breasstrahlong 
prooaaaaa in a*e* annihilation.**1 

In tha east of deep inelastic Ispton scattering tha central test of O.CB 
fs tha evolution of tha structure functions. The background of facta include i 

1) higher tuiat contributions <terns suppressed by powers of 1/0* at 
fixed a). Such terat arist froa aass Insertions* *i effects, and coherent 
lepton-aultiquark aeatttrlng contributions. Calculations of the latter 
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contributions raquira knouladga of tha aultlquark distribution aapltudas of th* 

target. However, abaolutalv narnalizod production* can ba obtalnad for tha 

ittion atructura funotlona at a •* 1 since tha raquirad valanea uavt funotion 

•atria element* ara already determined by tha aiaaon elaetroaagnatte fara> 

factor. Tor exaaple, tha leading contribution at x * 1 to tha awaon 

longitudinal atruflturt function takes th* for* (Cr = 4/3) 1* 1 

2c* x* M « r fk*tl-«n-| 
FtM(«.il*l £ | dk* *.,(kM rn(k«>jl • 0 II . < « 

Kuaerlcally thia gives r L
n - .Ix'/Q1 in SeV 1 units- Hotlo* that for x •* I and 

fjxed Q 1 thia contribution will dominate tho transversa etirrant ••ion atruetura 

function u M c h i* prtoioHo to dtereaae aa O - O * it i * 1, modulo logarithmic 

feoter*. Tha higher ttilat li contribution comes fro* tha diraot interaction of 

tha pfon uith tha eurranti tta qcD evolution la analogous to that of tha photon 

structura function. 

In tha caaa of tha nuolaon atruetura functional tha loading ttfist 

contribution to Fj at a •* I is predicted to vanlah -tt <1-x) 3 or (t-x)* for 

quark* with heltcity parallel or antiparallel racptcttvaly to th* nuelaon 

h*11c1ty.,T> A raoant Modal calculation of tha higher tuiat [BJ'/Q'CI-X)')''* 

contribution* to th* nuolaon function yields even larger affect* than in th* 

meson cat*. Tho analyaaa of Barnett *t al. 1-' ahou that present daap ialaatic 

nuctaon target data cannot unambiguously separata acala-violating QCD evolution 

effect* in Wading tuiat Iron the higher tuiat contribution* allowed in QCD. 

The (remote) possibility that all tha observed aoale violation is due to higher 

tuiat effects or that Aqco is very small is not ruled out. 

ii> Heavy quark thresholds. As K* = Cq+p>* is inoreasid beyond the 

production threshold for new quark flavora. the structura functions increase at 

fixed x in a direction opposite to QCD evolution, with an attendant change in 

the characteristics of tha final state. Strong »c*U-breakiri9 affaota aaao-

ciated with the charn threshold are seen directly in tha EMC date*" for the 
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cfa.q') + 6(x,Q*) distribution in tha nucleoh. As emphasized by D. P. Kov, t f l 

this effect fiin siaiulata an apparent cancellation of QCD evolution effects in 

deep inelastic atruature functions. It is thus essential to accurately 

pr.renetriie the quark M I S S effects. One can o'-stinguish tuo components to the 

heavy quark distribution functions in the nueleon: la) the "extrinsic" 

interaction dependent component generated by stsndard QCD evolution in 

association uith the deep inelastic scattering, and Cb) the "intrinsic" (i.e.. 

initial conJition) component generated by the QCD binding potential and 

equations af atate for the proton. 1" The intrinsic component is maximal Hhtn 

all the quarks of the bound state have similar velocities, thus favoring lsrge 

•omentum fractions for the intrinsic c and 5 quarks. This leads to a valence-

like distribution for the intrinsic char» quark distribution o(«) - utx) and a 

possible applanation of the charmed hadron distribution? seen et the IS* In pp 

collisions. The present status of the intrinsic chars contribution is 

discussed in Section 5 and in Carsten Peterson's contribution to this 

conference. 

i1i> Final state QCD interactions,«•> These effects do not affect the 

structure functions measured in deep inelastic scattering, but they do lead to 

changes in the particle distribution in the final state. e.g.. kx smearing of 

the current quark distribution. 1" the production of associated hadrons in the 

central region, ar.d tlm attendant degradation of the last hadron momentum 

distribution, tt is particularly interesting to study these effects in nuclear 

targets. Using the nucleus to perturb the evolution of quark and utuon jets In 

hadrontc matter, A general principle, the "formation e o n e " , " , * , n Cuhich con 

be derived in perturbative QCD) leads to the prediction that radiation 

col linear uith the current quark cannot be induced during passage through the 

nucleus at high energies. 3 1 1 On the other hand, induced central region hadron 

production proportional to A " 1 is allowed by qcD (see Fig. 2(a)], (Ho note 

that SXJCVP radiation, il vjrJHed. violates the usual assumption made in 
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analyzing hadron-nudtus collisions that the induced central region radiation 

4s aluays correlated uith the number of "wounded" nuoleons in the target, and 

it predicts cascading affects in the central region), [see Fig. 2(b).] 

Fig. 2. (a) production of central 
rapidity region multiplicity In 
association uith final state interactions 
in deep inelastic lepton scattering on a 
nuclear target, (b) Production of 
centrsl region multiplicity in hadron-
nuoleon collisions. The cascading 
interactions lead to a ramp shaped 

,.,; to) lb) .no** multiplicity distribution rather than a 
flat plateau tn the central rapidity 
region tsce Ref. 33). 

iv) Mon-additive contributions to the nuclear structure functions. 

Among the most important effects are shadowing (and possibly antishadowing) at 

lou x and binding and kinematics I corrections at x - 1. An argument that the 

shadowing due to traditional Glauber processes 1h suppressed at Q' large 

compared to a scale proportional to 1/* is given in Ref. 28. This i« in 

contrast to standard filled U l = (q+pll duality arguments 3" uhich connects 

shadowing at lou X with shadowing of the real photon photoabsorption cross 

section. In addition. QCD evolution itself may be non-additive in the nuclear 

number,'*' Non-additlvity of the nuclear structure functions can also occur 

because of meson exchange currents (leading to the anomalous A dependence of 

the Sea quark distributions), because of perturbations of the nucleon rock 

states due to nuclear binding, or possibly because of "hidden color" components 

in the nuclear state.*' 

Each ol the above QCD complications can lead to significant effects in 

the cross section for virtually any inclusive process. In the case of Drell-

Ynn processi initial state interactions1** of the active quarks uith spectators 

lead to (a) increased smearing of lh« Q^ distribution of the lepton pair beyond 

that contained in QCD radiative corrections or the hadronic vavelunctions, (b) 

target-dependent induced radiation in the central region and the associated 
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degradation of the quark longitudinal momentum distributions, and fc) « 

modification of the overall normalization of the iatr product cross faction 

dovdq'dx due to induced color correlations, (at least at subasymptotlc Q*}. 

Tht cotor corralation can have anomalous dependence on the nuclear number A 

relattvt to that measured at the corresponding kinematic range In tfc«p 

Inelastic scattering. 

The dominance of the longitudinal structure functions in the fixed U 

limit for mesons U s in F.q. (3)1 is an essential prediction of ferturbative 

QCD. perhaps the most dramatic consequence is in the Drrll-Yan process 

ftp -» J!*A*X| ons predicts that for fixed pair mass q. the angular distribution 

of the t* (in the pair rest frame) (fill change from the conventional 

(1 + cos*8») distribution to sin*(9.) for pairs produced at targe XL •* 1. Th* 

results of the Chicago-Illinois-Princeton e.periment'7' at FHAl appears to 

confirm the QCD higher twist contribution with about the expected 

normalization. Striking evidence for this effect has also been seen in a 

Gargamella analysis 3" of the quark fragmentation functions in vp * r'u'X. The 

results yield a quark fragmentation distribution into positive charged hadrons 

which Is consistent uith the predicted form: dHVdzdy - FMI-z) 1 + trvq'Ml-y) 

uher« tha (1-y) behavior corresponds to a longitudinal structure function, tt 

is also crucial to check that the e*e' •* MX cross section3*' becomes purely 

longitudinal (sin'O) at large 2 at moderate 0.', and that the observed effects 

are not k-inematical in origin, or due to backgrounds from baryon production. 

All of the above QCD complications arc compounded in reactions 

involving large transverse momentum particle or jet production in hadron-hadron 

collisions. Conventional calculations based on the leading Pi"* (! -* 21 

subprocesses suffer severe model-dependent ambiguities due to uncertainties in 

how to include k A smearing effects, the iize of scale breaking effects, and the 

strong parameter-dependence on the quark and gluon fragmentation processes. In 

these analyses it is usual to assume on-sh*)1 kinematics for the basic parton-
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par-ton cross section. However, uhen k A smeering from the harjron wavefunctions 

13 introduced, this leads to a divergence at zero momentum transfer in tho 

gluort prapogator and thus an anomalous sensitivity to an arbitrary lou momentum 

cutoff. The >rrect use of off-shell kinematics at high k t removes this diver

gence'" and also much of the stale violations associated utth k t smearing. In 

addit1on> in standard approaches, the q •* rl+q fragmentation function is forced 

to be non-vanishing at z •* 1 (e.g.. Orv q(j) - (1-*)*+C uith C * 0); otheruise, 

one predicts mora hadromc momentum colli near uith the high pt trigger hadron 

than that observed by experiment. In fact, as HE have emphasized, QCO predicts 

that the only non-vanishing contributions to the fragmentation function at 

z •* 1 are due to higher tuist subprocesses: specifically, direct suliproccsses 

such as gq -• rlq uherc the high P T hadron is created in the short distance 

reaction instend of by fragmentation. In addition, the effects of initial and 

final state interactions tk x smearing, multiple scattering, color correlation 

effects, associated central region mul tipl ici tes) can severely eorepl foate the 

model calculations.* l v 

There (a another serious difficulty uith standard QCO phenomenology. 

If lending tuist I ' 2 subprocosses dominate direct photon and hadron 

production at large transverse momentum then one predicts a ratio 
RY/n " fCXj.Se,), independent of pL at fixed Xj = Zf>l/'Js and 6am. The ISH data 

reported to this meeting, houcver, is consistent uith S,/j ** P j 3 at fixed «i 

and 6 C B at large p i a The simplest interpretation of this result is simply that 

higher tuist pj/'-scaling "direct" subprocesses such as qg -• Hq and q3 •* fig 

dominate meson production the ISR kinematic regime whereas direct photons are 

produced by standard Pi'* o,q •» yg and qg •• qg subprocesses. The eras* section 

for the direct meson processes can be precisely normalised* 1'* 1' in terms of 

the meson form factor since the same moments of the hadron uavefunction 

(distribution amplitude) appear. The direct processes can dominate the leading 

tuist qq - qq and qg -• qg subprocesses in the ISR regime because quark 
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fragmentation into last hadf on' .s not required; the meson M is made directly 

in the subpmccsscs. As in the case of direct photon production, the direct 

meson is unaffected bv final state interactions2*' since a point-like component 

of the meson valence Fock state is involved (see Section 5J. The direct 

processes also lead to significant quantum number correlations uith tho ay»y-

Side jet since fermton exchange (rather than gluon exchange) plays an important 

role in the direct processes. Evidence for such strong correlations has been 

reported by tho BfS and SFM collaborations.*" 

It is clear that a coup 1 etc formulation of large transverse nom.intum 

hadron production uhich lakes into account all the relevant QCO effects, 

including initial state interactions, kL smearing uith t>M-shr \ I kinematics, 

realistic fragmentation functions, as well as the higher tuist direct 

subprocess&s must be given before further progress can be made. In particular 

a careful separation of the l-ading tuist and direct hadron production 

processes is required. It is certainly incorrect to force pamtnetrizations 

such that all high py hadron production ire attributed to t!ie simplest quark or 

gluon scattering process. 

An important clue to identifying underlying QCD subprocesses 1s the 

pattern of hadronic radiation produced in association uith each inclusive 

reaction. The real difficulty in analysing multipartite renctlons 

quantitatively in QCQ is that ue do not understand color confinement or even 

hou an individual hadron is formed! It is clear that to understand these 

problems at a basic level HO uill have to go heyond a statistical treatment of 

quark fragmentation and actually analyze hadron production at the amplitude 

level "here coherent effects can be identified. It is clear even fron 

electrodynamics that coherence is crucial for soft photon production; e.g.. 

consider the case where, two charged sources are nearly col 1 inear. * " It is also 

important to look in detail at exclusive qCD processes such as form factors, 

high momentum transfer Compton scattering and tuo photon reactions Yf •* tW at 
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fixed S c« uhich give the simplest and mast direct information on the production 

of individual hadrons.*" It is also conceivable that the basic hartron 

uavefunction knowledge required for understanding quark and gluon fragmentation 

processes can be obtained from non-perlurbative QCD calculations, such as 

lattice gauge theory, or the (JCO equation of State on the light-cone, He will 

discuss this in «cro detaO in Section 3, 

3. Hadronic Hove Functions in qcD" •" • >' *»> 

Even though quark and gluon perturbat tve subprocesses are simple in 

QCO, the complete description DI a physical hadranic process requires the 

consideration of many different coherent and incoherent amplitudes, as welt as 

the effects of non-perturbatise phenomena associated with the hadronie 

uavefunctions and «olor confinement. Despite this complexity, it is possible 

to obtain predictions for many exclusive and inclusive reactions at large 

momentum transfer provided ue make the standard ansatz that the effect of non-

perturbative dynamics is negligible in the short-distance and far-off-shell 

domain. (This assumption appears reasonable since a linear confining potential 

ir ec r is negligible compared to perturbative 1/r contributions.) For many 

large momentum transfer processes, such as dee' inelastic lepton-hadron 

scattering reactions and meson form factors, f « can then isolate the long

distance confinement dynamics irons the short-distance quark and gluon dynamics 

-- at least to loading order in 1/Q*. The essential 0,CO dynamics can thus he 

computed from (irreducible) quark and gluon subprocesses amplitudes as a 

perturbative expansion in mi asymptotically small coupling constant a s(Q 2), 

For example, the pion form factor at large Q 1 takes the form tsee 

fig. Jib)] 1- 6' 

• 1 
dy **<*,Q) TH(x,yi[}> #(y,0.) (4) 

0 
F ntQ») dy 

./-. '., 
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M*.H> 
'9 d'kt 

ifq<|/n0'X'fi' (S) 

is the aaplituda for finding the q and q in the valence state of the pion 

col linear up to scale 4 uith light cone longitudinal t&omentuia fractions x and 

\'X, and 

16» Ht tt.Et^Ct-xMI-y}] 

(1-x)(1-y)Q.» 

0[a»t(J*)] W — — ] (&) 

is the probability amplitude for scattering CDtlinear constituents from th* 

initial to the litiat direction. (The superscript 9 in ^oo* indicates that at I 

internal loop in 4^% are to be cutoff at k x

z i d 1 . ) The log Q J dependence ol 

the distribution amplitude IMK.QJ is determined by the operator product 

expansion nn the light-cone or an evolution equation; its specification at 

aubasysnptotie momentum requires the solution to the pion bound state problem. 

The general form of FB(C}*) is 

Fs(a») = 
» -r n I 1 

nso A* 

1 R.CO,1) 

I ' ' - 7 - ' VJ 1 <7) 

uhere the Tn are computable anomalous dimensions. Similar calculations deter

mine the baryon form factors, decay amplitude5 , f" such as T-'OB and fixed angle 

scattering processes Cr.ne ftgs. 3 and 4) such as Comcton scattering, photo-

prodottfon> and hadron-hadron scattering, although the latter calculations are 

complicated by the presence land suppression) of pinch singularities.'1'5** It 

is interesting to note that ^tx.Q 1! can b* measured directly from the angular 

0c« dependence of the yy •* v'v' and yy •* s 0n B cross sect?ans at large s.* 1 1 
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•B > 

5f 
ir* " i (v -

fu(0;l 

r M 

X. 
•>r__ M„ 

*&<>.°> T„ #U(,,Q| 
(b) 

(cl 
Fig. 3. QCD subprocesses and 
factori2ation for high momentum 
transfer exclusive processes. 
(a) The 1 •* n B transition form 
factor* neasureable In ee -* eep 0 

reactions. Cb) The meson form 
factor in faciorized form, 
(el Contributions to the TT •* MM 
amplitude. A complete calculation 
of these processes to leading 
ordir in am{ttl) is given in Ref-45. 

mi 

*B(«.«T) 

Fig. 4. Constraints on the baryon uave-
tunction in QCD. (a) Factorization of 
the baryon farm factor (see Ref. 6). 
(b) Contribution to quarttonium decay 
into baryon pairs (see Ref. 41). 
(c) Calculation of the deep inelastic 
scattering structure functions from 
light-cone uovefunctions. 

In addition! independent of the form of tho mesons uavefunction we can obtain 

«, from the ratio*' 

aifQ 1) (9) 

uhere the transition form factor Fn-ytQ1) can be measured in the tuo photon 

reaction t*t •* n° via ee •» n°ee. Equation (S) is in principle one of the 

cleanest uays to measure a a. Tho higher order corrections in a, are discussed 

In R*f. 49. 
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Thus an essential part of the QCO predictions is the hndronic 

nave functions which determine the probability amplitudes and distributions of 

the quark and gluona which enter the short distance subprocesses. The hadranic 

uavefunctions provide the link between the long distance non-perturbative and 

Short-distance perturbative physics. Eventually, one can hope to corput* the 

uavefunctions from the theory, e.g., from lattice or bag models, or directly 

from the QCO equations of motion, as ue shall outline below. Knowledge of 

hadronic uavefunction wilt also it toy the normalization and specification of 

the power lau (higher twist) corrections to the leading impulse approximation 

results. 

The wavefunction ^qq'Cx.kj,] uhich appears in Eq. (S) it related to the 

Bethe-Salpeter amplitude at equal "tine" T = t + z on the light-cone in A* ' 0 

gauge, "he quark has transverse mensntum kx relative to the pion direction and 

fractional "light-cone" momentum a = lk° + k 3)/(p° + p3) - k*/p". The state is 

off the light cone k* = k*-k J energy shell. In general a hadron state can be 

expanded in terms of a complete sat of Fock state at equal t; 

|ii) = |qq> ^ q q + |qS.9> *-i,a + ... (9) 

with 

I \ [d'fcj [dxl hntXi.fi.Jl* = 1 • 

(Ue suppress helicity labels.) At large 3 2 only the valence state contributes 

to an exclusive process, since by dimensional counting an amplitude is 

suppressed by a power of 1VQ1 for each constituent required to absorb large 

momentum transfer, "ihe amplitudes +„ are infrared finite for color-singlet 

bound states. The meson decay amplitude (e.g. H* •* u'v) implies a sum rule 

a a 1 r. — = — = ft. - d* M * , Q > . CIO) 
6 2v/ne J a 

• • • * • "«£#< 
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This result, combined uilh the constraint on the uavefunction froa »° -* yy 

requires that the probability that the pion is in its valence state is 1 1/4. 

Given the {+n} 'or a hadron, virtually any hadronic properties can be computed, 

including anomalous moments, form factor a (at any 1 :! • etc.*" 

The {+„} also determine the structure functions appearing in deep 

inelastic scattering ttt large Q 1 (a=q,o],g) 

G,/pt*,D.) - I [ d ^ J tdal | n̂"»tin.ltii)|* 6ti-x6 1115 

uhere one must sum over all Fock states containing the constituent a and 

integrate over all transverse momentum d'kj and the light-cone momentum 

fractions Ki t »« of the tti-I) spectators. The valence state dominates 

Gq/pd.Q. only at the edge of phase space, x •• 1, All of the sultiparticte x 

and ^ momentum distributions needed for multic;uark scattering processes can be 

defined in a similar manner. The evolution equations for the Gi(x>Q*) can be 

easily obtained Irom the high k A dependence of the perturbative contributions 

to +. 

Ihere are nany advantages obtained by quantizing a renormalizable 

local f - t*x. These include the existence of an orthornormal relativistic 

vavefunction expsnsion. a convenient i-ordcred perfurbative theory, and 

diagonal Cnuraber-conscrv(ngl charge and eurront operators. The central reason 

why one can construct a sensible relativistic uavefunction Foek slate eipansion 

on the light cone is the fact that the perturbative vacuum is also an 

eigenstale of the full Hani t Ionian. The equation of state for the {"Pri'* i .k ii)} 

takes the form 

where 

H Lc » = n1 t CI2) 

n f k t
l + »» 1 

Hie = 1 • V l c 
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ia derived''* " ' from the QCQ Hamiltonian in A* = 0 gauge quantized at equal », 

and f Is a column matrix of the Fock state uavefunetions. Ultraviolet regular* 

fzatlon and invarianct under retoraa)ization 1B discussed in Kefs, 5,6,15. 

A comparison of the properties of exclusive and inclusive cross 

sections in QCO is given in Table 1." Given the {~bn) "e can also calculate 

decay amplitudes) e.g. T •• pp which can be used to normalize the proton 

distribution amplitudes [see Fig. 4Cb)]. The constraints on hadronic 

uavefunctions which result fron present experiments are given in Refs, 6,15,48. 

An approximate connection betueen the valence uavefunctions defined at equal T 

with tho rest frame uavefuncticn is also given in Ref. 4S, so that one can sake 

predictions from non-per turbative analyses such as bag models, lattice gau<;» 

theory, chrornostatic approximations, potential models, etc. Other constraints 

i.-o» QCD sua rules are discussed in Ref. SO. 

It is interesting to note that the higher tuist amplitudes such as 

7q - Mq, gq "* rtq, q<) •» flrl, qq -• Rq uhich are important for inclusive hadron 

production reactions at high x x can be absolutely normalized in terns of the 

distribution amplitudes ^nCx.Q). fe(*i.H). by using, the same analysis as used 

for the analysis of form factors.*' In fact "direct" amplitudes such as 

Tq * Mq, qq -• rig and nq •+ liq uliere the meson acts directly in the subproce^s 

are rigorously related to the meson torn factor since the same mom t of the 

distribution amplitude appears in each case. 

fhe tijht cane FocV state expansion also gives insight in't, the nature 

Of forward hadron production in soft hadronic collisions. It should be 

emphasized that the properties of the strong interaction itself may dj.s.t££it the 

properties of tho Cock state uavefunction in such a nay that the quark distri

bution observed in soft collisions and fragmentation processes may differ sig

nificantly iron that observed in deep inelastic scattering. For example, in 

the cssj ot the DILI model. 1'' at least one valence quark nust be at low a in 

order to initiate the t-oaeron "cylinder" interactit "•-. One can afso understand 
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Table I . Comparison of c?xclusiv« and inclusive crass sect ion. 

Exclusive Ampl i tude 

•St - Ti K n r Q ) © T H U l t Q ) 

Measure * In rt •* KM 

Inclus ive Cross Sect ions 

do - 11 C(n ,Q) © do(x ,Q> 

C(».Q) - £)J [d^Jtdx]'!^.^); 

Measure C in [p 1 IX 

IcH " 

EVOLUTION 

3 log q' e J 
W*M - c fdy Ptx/y)G<y) 
a log q' s 

Q " c . «<*•<» • n »t • c n a 
„"". C(X.Q) - 4(x> C 

POWER LAW BLHAVIOR 

s^-'^'^'V d 2
P/e ^ ' n 

2n -1 

(Q2) * " 
-2 f (" ) 

n - n A + n B + n c + n D 

T : c: pan a ion in a (Q ) expansion in a (Q ) 

COMPLICATIONS 
End point singulnrLcies 
Pinch sinfjulnrl tloo 
High Pock states 

Kultielt' scales 
Ftiasc^sprtcr limits on evolution 
Heavy quark thresholds 
Heavy tuist multipartIcle processes 
Initial and final state interactions 
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this "held back" feature if one assumes that only these Foek states uhieh are 

very peripheral (possessing a large impact parameter, lou x constituent) can 

interact strongly• The non-interacting constituents thus have more of the bea» 

momentum on the average than they uould have in unriistorted uavefunctions. for 

example, counting rule:, for renormal izable theories predict 1 1'•*•" 

Zn»-I 
C,/*(x) - (1-x) where n, is the minimum number of spectators require to 

x-»l 

be stopped. If the hadronic uavc'unction is undistorted in hajronic 

collisions, then one predicts, for example, dH(pp -» KvX)/dx - (1-Xi.)5 

[corresponding to 3 spectators}. The poucr-behavior indicated by data however 

is -< l-xj.)-1. On the other hand of one quark in the incident hadron is required 

to be at x - D in order to have a large hadronic cross section, then there is 

one less spectator to stop. More generally, the lieid back mechanism reduces 1" 

the pOLter-lau fall off by ( I - X L ) 1 and systematical |y gives results in good 

agreement uith data. The above considerations also indicate that the impact 

space distribution of the Fock state uavefunction could be strongly correlated 

tilth the x distribution; for example, lou x sea quarks nay be predominantly 

perpherial in impact bpace. Such a correlation uould be natural if the sea 

quacks are pictured as constituents of virtual mesons in the nucleon cloud. 

other possible SCO mechanics without thp held back mechanism are discussed in 

Rels. 52,54. 

1. The Ferturbativc Expansion m QCD 

The essentia! predictive pouer of perturbative QCD is due to the 

Smallness of the effective coupling a s(Q') and the existence of perturbative 

expansions for si'bprocess amplitudes kihich control larger momentum transfer 

reactions. There has been significant progress in expending the QCD 

predictions beyond leading order for a number of inclusive and exclusive 

reactions. 
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llDurvtr, a major ambiguity in the interpretation of these perturbation 

expansions and assessing the convergence of the series is in the choice of 

expansion parameter. Given a specific runormal tution scheme* one must still 

specify the argument Q 1 Of ft« in ordar to make a definite prediction from an 

expansion to finite order. As choun in Ref. 15. the scale of momentum Q* 

transfer which appears in the leading order tern in a, (fn a given 

renormaliration scheme) in the perlurbative expansions is not w'bitrary, but is 

in fact, automatically set by the theory. For example, in QED, the running 

coupling constant o(Q) is defined to take into account the effects of lepton 

pair vacuum polarisation in each photon propagator at Q 1 >> 4mje*. and the 

approximate scale Q* as the QCD expansion in a(a») is readily identified. [n 

the case of D.ED in the leading non-trivial order, e,((JJ is only 8 function of 

0.4 ~ 11-2/1 hf. Thus w* can use the analytic ni dependence of the higher order 

corrections coming from light quark loop contributions to the gluon propagator 

to identify the correct scale of the <L% expansion in leading oTdvr, lor almost 

every QCO processes. The net result is that for almost every reaction except 

T •+ 3g> the perturbativo expansion appears to have good convergence with 

reasonably smalt coefficients of o t/T. An important example is 

, + + o.082SCa./rn)' (13) 

tihere Q* = 0.71 Q. Ho can then use this result to define or measure 

a»"(<l) = o.»M1l0.71Q), and then urite the pcrturbative expansion for other 

observables in terms of a,". The QCD predictions for the deep inelastic 

moments and decay rates ior the 0' and 1" quarisonium decays in terms of the 

first two nontrivial ordors in a»ft is given in Ref. 15. 

«.'.-
3Z 

http://-_.il
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5. Hovel EHects and Unexpected Effects in QCD 

One can also test QCP by verifying novel effects which >.rt essentially 

untrue features of the theory. In this section ue k''ll Hat some example* of 

experimental tests uhith, are specific to gauge theories of the strong 

interactions: 

1) HaaYoii helfeity conservation. 

To leading order in 1/q1 an exclusive process at large momentum 

transfer Is dominated by amplitudes which conserve total hadron helicityj 

independent of photon Cor ueak boson) polarisation. This is • consequence of 

the vector nature Df gtuon interactions and the fact that the total quark 

helicity equals the hadron helicity in the distribution ampitude tL x=D). Many 

tests and predictions based on this rule are given in Aef. 5S. An important 

prediction is that T -• pp should have a (1 + cos 2G e B) angular distribution. 

ii) Direct processes.'*• 

A surprising feature of QCO is the existence of inclusive processes 

Such as HOP -* qqX where the p'on's energy and momentum are completely consumed 

in the large pj, qq production; i.e., there is fio associated hadron production 

in the forward fragmentation region [see fig. 5lc>3. The jet cross section 

bastd on the Tig •* qq [and eq •* gq) subprocess is absolutely normalized in tfrms 

of the pion form factor (see Ref. 56); compared to the leading qq * qq 

subprocess one has 

de(it -» qq) - F^Cpj,1) do(qq •* qq) (14) 

independent of a, and the pion uavefunction. This pruces3 is atio iden .1 f ioble 

by conservation of the p + = p° ' p a components between the pion and jsl 

fragments, and the close trans*.rse nomentun balance of the q and q jolo. 

There is no brensstrahtung or initial state interact ions of the incident pion 

to leAding order in V p ^ since only the valence qq component of the pion 

uavefunctioit at b ± - Ofl/pj.) contributes to this process -- such a state has 
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(O) 

* , t i ,Q l THtqq«q —r*q> C.,,,,1.,,0) f i g , £ , D i r e c t BCO subprocessea 

l-u V q 

* r l » . 0 > l | ( M > a — 0 ' i > C«/pl>»A) 

IC] 

v~"* -sCg 3 ^ 1 £CK 
*p*".0) V o ' a q q - a q l G 4 yp[i b .O) 

Id) — 

in inclusive high momentum 
transfer reactions, (a) The 
gq •• rtq(pJ*t) contribution for 
producing high pi mesons, (b) The 
qrl •* i5q(Q"*) contribution to 
macoivir Iroton pair production, 
(c) The gfl -» qqfpi**) contribution 
to high PT jet production. Ho 
hadrons are produced in the meson 
beam fragmentation region, (d) 
The HP * qq<pj'*> contribution to 
the pp * qljX jet crocs section. 
HD hadrons are produced in the p 
fragmentation region. 

negligible color Chadronfc) interactions. Similarly, in the case of nuclear 

targets TtDA •* qq*, the valence pion state at b ̂  - '•'Pi penetrates throughout 

the nuclear volume without any nuclear interactions. The corresponding direct 

baryon induced reaction based on pq •* qq is shoun in rig. 5(d), Ue also note 

that the amplitude to find three quarks in the proton »t smalt separation uith 

one accompanying spectator ncson con be measured *"V an analogous process 

P*DP "* qqnX. Such amplitudes are o) interest for prediction! of baryon decay in 

grand unified theories. 

In the esse of hodron production »t largo jtA, the direct subprocecs 

aq "* Doq produces pions unaccompanied by other hadrons on the trigger side Isee 

Fig. S'ai]. these p t"* QCD processes are absolutely normalized in terras of the 

•eson tor* factor and can dominate jet fragmentation processes at large i,. 

Flore generally, an entire set of hadrons and resonances can be produced by 
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direct subprocesses to.3.. qq -• Bq and qB -> qQ far barvon production). Suc>i 

contributions provide * sentus background to any me^'Jrement uhere thee is a 

high Pi single particle trigger. Again, the direct process hadrons have no 

final state interactions or accompanying cr,I linear radiation to ler.ding order 

in I-'PT1-

111) Quasi-elastic reactions in nuclei and color transparency. 

As «e have noted in Section J, large momentum transfer exclusive 

reactions are dominated [to leading order in l/pj*) by valence rock states uith 

small constituent separation. Since such states have negligible hadronic 

interactions, a large momentum transfer quasi exclusive reaction can take place 

inside of a nuclear target [e.g. nA -» np(A'-l)] uithout any elastic or 

inelastic initial or final state hadr^nic interaction.571 The rate for such 

"clean" reactions is normalized to A tirncs the nucleon target rate. 

iv) Diffractive dissociation and color filtering. 

The existence of the light cone Cock state expans.on for a neson implies a 

finite probability for the hadron to exist as a valence state at smalt relative 

impact parameters. This ionponent of the state uill interact only urakly in 

nuclear natter, uhereas the majority part of the Foek state structure uill 

interact strongly. The nucleus, thus acts as a "color filter" absorbing all but 

the ueakly interacting rock components. The consequence is a computable cross 

section <or the diftractive dissociation by a nucleus of pion into relatively 

high l 1 qq jets.*" The rale is normal ired to the pion decay constant and 

ffTTA*"- t>.e 0 C> dependence of the jet in the q^ rest frame is related to the 

pion distribution amplitude. Prediction'- for the Itj dependence of the jets Ore 

given in Ref. 5*. All il the ef'ects (2>-(4J test 3 basic feature of QCOi the 

Fock state structure of the color singlet hadronic uavefunctions and the 

special features of 'he valence Fock state. 
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v) Initial state interactions and color correlations." 1 

A detailed discussion of the expected effects of initial and final 

state interaction* in • non-Abelian theory is given in a separate contribution 

to this volume. 1 " The main novel effects are aubasymptotic color correlations 

(in principle A-dtpendent), and associated production in the central region. 

It is also possible that the soft particles produced in an initial state 

interaction could subsequently interact Uilh other valence quark in the beam 

hadron to produce lou mass lepton pairs (Q* C mjsi, low Pi jets, etc. (see 

fig. 6 ) . 

Tig- 6. Intermediate mass lepton pairs 
produced by the annihilation of a valence quark 
uith a central region q produced in association 
with an initial state collision. Such 
contributions have anomalous nuclear number and 
energy dependence. 

vi) Hadron multiplicity in e*e" collisions. 

In a remarkable calculation. Qasetto* Cisfaloni, Marchesini, and 

Mueller* 0 1 have shoun from an all orders pertjrbative analysis that QCC 

predicts a dip for dn/dy c. - 0 for particle production in e*e* annihilation. 

This result needs careful experimental confirmation, although thfc QCD pre

diction seems special to gauge theory, it should be noted that the statistical 

modil of Ochs*'' hosed on a simple branching process! also has this feature. 

vii) Inn perturbative coupling strength of glucns to a oluon jet is 

9/4 larger than the coupling la u quark jet. The deviation from a factor of 2 

is due to color coherence. Perturbativo QC9 thus eviden tally predicts that at 

softs level gluon jets are broader and have a higher mullipidty plateau than 

quark jets. The fact that gluon jets can be screened by gluonium production 

may lead to further diflerences betueen quark and gluon jets. Pdariipd gluon 

jets may also have distinctive features such as oblateness.* 1 1 

, f •• •';• 

^ V 
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Perhaps tho most interesting and important experimental observation! 

•re the phenomena not readily explainable or predicted by conventional HCD 

analyses. We »!!l briefly discuss four examples here: 

I) High transverse energy, high multiplicity events. 

It is possible that this phenomena, first observed by the HAS 

collaboration at the SPSi is a collective or fireball effect, or even a signal 

of a quark-gluon phase at high temperature, rield. Fox and Kelly* 3 1 huv* 

attempted to identify these events uith the conventional processes, e.g., 

qu«rx,-qmjrk. scattering, etc. subprocesses accompanied by multiple hard g'uon 

radiation and subsequent neutralization, Houevar, realistic calculation taking 

into account energy momentum correlations and interference effects (color 

correlations, formation zone) betueen multiple strings seems very difficult. 

An alternative explanation is that multiple quarfc/gluon scattering (Glauber) 

processes arc involved at high transverse energies, since at » T S ti'lm** " 1 

the scattering of all the bean momentum to the transverse direction t» 

required. Using counting rates, the pp •» jet production cross section receives 

contributions of nominal order (8 is the hadron transverse s«ieS** ! 

dn tt,s 0.* a,* 
r , „ . (l-x T)» • C I - X T ^ . <1-x T>-< , (15) 

d Jp P T * K*PT* R*pi* 

coi-'espgnU ing to the I particle, 4 particle, arid 6 particle scattering 

processes &hown in fig. 7. A realistic calculation requires consideration of 

all the q and g mu! tiparticle subpremises, account of scale breaking, etc. 

".he mill t iscat tering terms can cle&fty decimate at X T large; they are also 

characterised by high multiplicity, long-range correlations in rapidity and 

absence of CDplanarity, 

li) Heavy flavor production in hndron qollsionu. 

Standard QCD calculations based on gg -• qQ subprocesses do not account 

for the xt dependence, diffractive character, and maanitude of forward charm 
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-*K 

Fig. 7. tJCD contributions to high P T 
processes. The multipartite 7+? and 3+3 
reactions produce high transverse energy events 

(c) uith a large fraction of the available energy. 
More complicated reactions Hi tit gluons jnd sea 
quarks are not shoun. 

hadron production observed a I the 1SR. it is also difficult to reconcile the 

large cross section (o ehtr> - 1 m h > observed at the JSR with the much smaller 

cross sections observed at Termilab energ ;es. 

One possible mechanism' 5 1 for fast charm production in foruard pp 

collisions is that the high momenta of the ud spectators in a nucleon. combined 

uith a centrally produced charmed quark will yield a high momentum A c = ludc>. 

This is houever conirarv to the Bjorken-Suzuki effect, uhich indicates that the 

A c should have roughly the same momentum as the charmed quark. This 

explanation also implies a long-range rapidity separation betueen the c at 

Vcm ~ 0 and a charmed hadron in the fragmentation region: it also does not 

account tor the observed ( 1 - X L ) S distribution of the ft* = 1c3> meson (unless 

such mesons aluays arise from charm baryon decay). Measurements of the *i 

distribution of the A c uould be decisive. 

The simplest explanation of the observed 1SR phenomena is that the 

proton contains a rock state luudcc> uith the cc bound inside the hadron over a 

relatively long time scole 0 1 m , ; - 1 ) , * " Such a state [analogous to a /\EB 

component of the nucleon fock state) could be diffractively dissociated into 

charmed hadron^ in the foruard fragmentation region as uelt as producing 

* 
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valence-like c and c distributions in deep inelastic lepton scattering (see 

Section 2 ) . If the model is correct, b and t quarks can also be produced at 

large «L uilh substantial cross sections> scaling as 1 / M Q 1 . Such states should 

contain relatively large transverse momentum--uhich together with the large 

quark mass, implies high k ± leptons arw baryon production; this uould also 

yield a clear signal for t-quark production. 

The origin of the intrinsic heavy quark state "n the nuclear) 

uavefunction f S the heavy quark loop vacuun polarization (and light-by-light 

scattering) insertions proportional to 1/rlq1 in the QCD potential, As in the 

case ol the potential union appears in the evolution equation for the 

distribution amplitude 1 ' such contributions do not have a dx/x singularity at 

small K. The peak of the light-one distribution is at x; - m;/£ m where the 
i 

state is minually off-shell. This corresponds to the lact that in the rest 

system of the proton, the virtual QQ pair is produced dominantly at threshold, 

at lou velocities. Thi•? even to louest order in 1/I1Q ! the heavy quarks are 

produced uith s, distribution uhich peaks at large >q. There is thus no 

question that Fock states containing heavy quarks exist at some level in 

ordinary hadrons -- the real question J s the absolute normalization. The 

vacuum polarization contributions give PgQ - Oa^l\z)*3/Mq' where X 1 is a 

typical hadronic scale. The bag nodcl calculation of Oonoghue and Coloqicrt**' 

gives Pee * 0 tlZ). One also could hope to relate the normalization of PqQ to 

the spin-spin splitting in the baryon system. 

The origin and normalization of the heavy quark Fock state components 

and their systematic dependence or the hadran or nuclear state can yield 

important clues to the nature of hadron uavelunetioni, in QCO, similarly, the 

production ef heavy quark states by diffrnctive excitation of the intrinsic 

heavy quark states or a similar mechanism, should also give important Insight 

into the nature of hadronic procr'its in forward high energy collisions. 
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fill Th« observation ol copious bsryon production in «*•* 

annihilation it soMuhat of a surprise from tn* standpoint of perturbation. 0.C0 

ideas. r«r z •* 1 baryon product Ion should ba suppressed by at least a potter of 

11-*) relative to nesrn production iihareas the data indicates a flat bsryon/ 

meson ratio out to 1 a U.S. in the Lund model*" copious baryon production is 

accounted for by if{active dfquark production in a ncn-perturbative tunneling 

model. Another poaatblity, suggested by 1. OeCrand, 1" Is that the fast 

charmed and beauty baryons produced at largo s by the Bjortsen-StHUM mechanise 

leads by decay to a significant fraction of the large Ki baryons. 

6. Conclusions 

besafta the formal sfaptiotty of its underlying Lagrangian, t|CP has 

turned out to bo an extraordinary oomplex theory. Definitive tests have 

turned out to be vary difficulty but there is at present no reason to doubt 

that BCD is at the bails of all htdrcn and nucleni- dynamics accessible at 

present energiee, rortunately, 11 experiment has become more definitive* 

theoretical analysts hat ilae made delintte progress. The goal is tc nmxe 

precise predictions, tilth systematic control of background if feats (such as 

high twist contribution, threshold effects, initial and final state 

interactions), as well as to attain a deeper understanding of let hadronization 

and the QCD perturbation expansion. 

ttoeh at the prevent uncertainty in QCB predictions la due to the 

absence of detailed information on badronie aatrix elements. It seems likely 

that direct calculations of hodronic amplitudes ail I be possible using lattice 

gauge theory, or as discussed in Section 1, by solving the OjCb eojWtiam of 

state for the feck, states of hadrons at equal T = t+z. This formal is* gives a 

consistent retativistte uavefunction basis and caieulational franeuorl: for qco. 

One can also use this formal ism to obtain many nt-u predictions union are in 

principle exact, e.g., large monentum transfer exclusive reactions [such as the 
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K N f a n fatten end *r -» MR), nan 0X0 constraints mist* a* faadron helioity 

conservation* constraints on uavefunctfons fro* decay amplitudes, nan aethods 

to detera1«c «». and aetttods to calculate Hie higher twist and direct 

Euoprocsaaes. 

Uo havt also ttan that QCP diverge: in aany aaya froa the expectations 

of the par ton nodal. Many of the novel phenoaena discussed har« sueh as cotor 

carrel atIons In Initial atata Interactions, color (II taring and tranapareney, 

intrinsic heavy quark rock states, associated vroductton liv bard »U1i1«n*, 

color coherence, direct processes, the doaloant f«n$,1tudinal coapsmnt to the 

•esc* trustor*, taction, and eany nuclear •ffeots*** <radusad fern la*>*.«rs, 

anooial&js a. deeendeoce) uere not anticipated aithia the partcn aodtl fraaewora. 

in addition, the ba*i« hard scattering amhanisa for fora factors and the ajcp 

breakdaun of tha •actuslva'inalgslve connection ia contrary to the aechanlsas 

assuned to he doainant In the parton modal traaeaork. 

Ha have alaa asphaaized hare the importance of understanding the 

physics of initial and final state intarir-tlons In QCD, particularly the 

breakdown of f»ctorliatIon at large target length, tht phyilea of tht feraition 

zone in QCOr and the Interesting effects of color eorralatiana. An laportant 

clue toward understanding these phenomena as u«11 as the propagation of auark 

and gfuon jets through hsdronlc matter uill be the careful study of nuclear 

target t Meets. 

ju»ahmEOGiiEHT 
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